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Abstract

The internetworking architecture of the Internet of today has
served us well, enabling, perhaps surprisingly, the exponen-
tial growth of the network so far. Some of this growth has
been gained at the cost of architectural evolvability. The
unplanned deployment of Network Address Translators, for
example, makes the Internet architecture too rigid for fur-
ther evolution. It seems an architectural overhaul is required
to overcome the current limitations. This paper reviews the
growing body of research proposing directions for Internet
Architecture renewal, and then shows how these contribute
to a Publish/Subscribe based Internet in context of the vision
of Content-Centric Networking.
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1 Introduction

Recently, there have been proposals for creating a new In-
ternet architecture based on the Content-Centric Networking
concept: instead of focusing on sending packets from one
network interface to another, the network should be centered
around the data (or information) being requested and trans-
ferred [16], [18]. Most of the popular applications are al-
ready providing the user an information centric view on the
Internet: Users are not concerned about where the informa-
tion they seek is located,1 but that they get the information
they want.

The current send/receive model of internetworking is
a particular extension of an Inter-Process Communication
(IPC) model of computer operating systems[8]. Choosing
a different model may yield a different network architecture.
The publish/subscribe model is a promising approach to an
alternative internetworking paradigm.

The publish/subscribe model is deceivingly simple: The
clients of a publish/subscribe network may advertise spe-
cific publications and correspondingly subscribe to specific
publications. The publish/subscribe network builds internal
state based on this, so that it is then ready to deliver any
published publications to the clients with matching subscrip-
tions. What is characteristic about this model is that the net-
work nodes need not be explicitly named. Exploiting this
characteristic will fundamentally impact the resulting archi-
tecture.

∗Manuscript received April 17, 2008. This work was supported by the
EU FP7 PSIRP project under grant INFSO-ICT-216173.

1Except for the trustworthiness of the provider of the information.

In this paper we first review the relevant state-of-the-art
(section 2). Then we distill the main inferences from the pre-
sented material (section 3). After that we outline how this, in
the context of the simple publish/subscribe model, leads us
towards publish/subscribe internetworking architecture (sec-
tion 4). Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

2 Review of selected Internet archi-
tecture research

In this section we introduce a selected subset of the relevant
existing work on which we build our results. This comes
in two rough categories: Overall architecture issues (sec-
tion 2.1), proposed routing schemes (section 2.2).

2.1 Internet architecture models
2.1.1 FARA: Reorganizing the Addressing Architecture

FARA [5] defines an abstract model for an end-to-end net-
work architecture. FARA abstracts the whole packet net-
work as communication substrate,2 which provides packet
routing and forwarding between entities, the abstract end-
points of network communication. Communication substrate
carries the packets labeled with forwarding directives (FDs)
through the network and to a slot where the destination en-
tity is bound to. The entities manage multiple associations
internally with association IDs that are defined by the desti-
nation entity itself. Notably the association ID is separated
from the forwarding directive, so the entity may move to new
locations (new FDs) without a need to change the association
identity. There is no global namespace for the entities or the
associations.

To make entities reachable without a global namespace,
FARA defines a rendezvous mechanism and the FARA direc-
tory service. Rendezvous allows communication discovery
with service names (the rendezvous information string), fol-
lowed by initiation with a handshake to create a new asso-
ciation (with internal association state). The postulated di-
rectory service provides mapping from generic names (e.g.
FQDNs or local names) to FD, RI-string pairs. The final
disambiguation between potentially multiple FD, RI-string
pairs is the responsibility of the rendezvous mechanism.

FARA itself does not cover the structure of the network
at all, thus it does not give any specification for the for-
warding directive. M-FARA, the accompanying instantia-
tion of FARA, defines mobility agents that provide some ren-

2Corresponding to the ‘communications subsystem’ in the original end-
to-end arguments paper [20].
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dezvous infrastructure on top of the assumed packet delivery
substrate. M-FARA proposes to use addressing realm spe-
cific source routing (represented within the FD) as a solution
to span multiple address spaces.

FARA sets an example for how network architecture can
be designed and reasoned on an abstract level, and only af-
ter sufficient coherence has been reached are the details of
protocol design brought in via instantiating the abstract ar-
chitecture to a (protocol) engineering solution.

2.1.2 Addressing Reality: An Architectural Response
to Real-World Demands on the Evolving Internet

In [6] Clark et al. introduce the concept of controlled trans-
parency, and argue for the packet as a fundamental invariant
in the Internet Architecture. This leaves open the role of cur-
rent packet design (the ‘stateless connectionless datagrams’)
in future architectures.

2.1.3 Holding the Internet Accountable

In [1] Andersen et al. argue for a new Internet address-
ing structure, where the subnet prefix is replaced with self-
certifying Autonomous Domain identifier (AD) and the re-
maining suffix (called the interface identifier in the IPv6
addressing architecture) is replaced with a self-certifying
host identifier (EID). IP addresses would then take the form
AS:EID. The private keys bound to the AS and EID are held
by the domain and the host, respectively.

The design is based on the finding that the inter-domain
routing protocols would scale much better, if the routing
is done on the domain level, and that the self-certifying
property would protect against the nowadays common BGP
spoofing attacks (hijacking more specific prefixes etc.). The
EID part is globally unique by itself, which would enable
hosts moving of multi-homing between domains so that the
correspondent will have assurance that it is still the same
host.

2.1.4 Steps Towards a DoS-resistant Internet Architec-
ture

In [13] Handley and Greenhalgh present seven steps towards
an Internet architecture that is resistant against denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks. We’ll summarize the steps here:

1. Separate Client and Server Addresses: This prevents
peer-to-peer communication and effectively limits dis-
tribution of Internet worms.

2. Nonglobal Client Addresses: Clients don’t need global
addresses. Authors propose domain-by-domain path-
based addresses that are formed as clients’ packets are
forwarded towards servers. Servers will then be able to
respond to clients using these domain-level paths. The
labels have only a local significance, so they cannot be
exchanged between servers.

3. RPF Checking of Server Addresses: Reverse-path for-
warding checks at domain boundaries make it harder
for servers to spoof source addresses.

4. State Setup Bit: Packets causing state set-up (e.g. TCP
SYN) must be marked with a specific bit. This way
these packets can be chosen for closer inspection e.g. at
domain boundaries. The use of the bit is enforced by
all (compliant) nodes refusing to set up any state due to
packets that don’t have the bit set.

5. Nonce Exchange and Puzzles: These offer tools to bal-
ance the costs of setting up communication state be-
tween clients and server. Busy servers (maybe under at-
tack) may demand clients to solve cryptographical puz-
zles before accepting any communication state. Also
middleboxes such as firewalls could validate the clients
with nonces and rate-limit clients with puzzles.

6. Middlewalls: Moving filtering functionality closer to
clients would help against distributed denial of service
attacks. Locating this functionality to specific middle-
walls offers an alternative deployment model for the
proposed pushback mechanisms [15]. The middlewalls
would not normally filter the traffic, but could do so by
(authorized) request.

7. Multicast: Only source-specific multicast [3] is sup-
ported, as the traditional multicast model [9] is secu-
rity wise beyond repair. With the proposed addressing
architecture only server addresses can send multicast,
and only client addresses can receive it.

2.2 New Internet routing schemes
2.2.1 ROFL: Routing on Flat Labels

ROFL [4] explores a totally flat addressing and routing ar-
chitecture for an Internet-scale network. The routing archi-
tecture borrows heavily from Virtual Ring Routing and other
DHT technologies previously employed on top of an inter-
networking architecture as overlays. ROFL applies these
technologies to a network without an underlying IP internet-
working layer.

ROFL suffers from considerably higher stretch than the
current BGP policy constrained Internet, and can remedy
that only with huge amounts of memory for caching routes
and increasing the number of fingers each virtual node needs
to maintain. ROFL concludes that while it really does not
scale, the idea of flat addressing should not be dismissed as
impossible.

2.2.2 WRAP: Wide-Area Relay Addressing Protocol

WRAP is a Loose Source Record and Route (LSRR) [2] IP
encapsulated overlay forwarding scheme developed in the
TRIAD project [12]. WRAP defines a shim header between
IP and transport layers. This header contains the source
route, i.e. list of IPv4 addresses of WRAP gateways to tra-
verse. At each hop between successive WRAP gateways, the
IP header contains the address of the previous WRAP gate-
way as the source address, and the IP address of the next
WRAP gateway as the destination address.

WRAP gateways should be placed in domain border gate-
ways, thus allowing domain-level loose source routing. The
source edge of the network is responsible for computing a
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set of alternative paths through the network, and adding and
filling the WRAP header to all packets being transmitted.
The path computation requires listening to BGP messages
and maintaining a complete map of the Internet. This gives
the prefixes of each domain in the network, but how this is
translated to specific IPv4 addresses of each WRAP gateway
is not specified.

2.2.3 NIRA: A New Inter-Domain Routing Architec-
ture

NIRA [25] gives the user the ability to choose a
provider/domain level end-to-end path. This is argued on
the end-to-end rationale [20]: Only users know whether a
path works or not. Here the user can be a software agent
on the end user’s computer, or a network device on the edge
of the end user’s network (e.g. NAT/FW) could select the
paths on behalf of the end user. The argumentation for the
user choice of the path builds on fostering ISP competition
as a tool for encouraging ISPs to offer better Internet services
[7]. Moreover the authors cite evidence [21] that usually the
BGP offered default paths are not the best ones possible, as
alternative paths offer lower loss rates.

Authors reason that any new Internet architecture needs
to take the business relationships between ISPs into con-
sideration. The bilateral relationships (transit, peering) be-
tween ISPs effectively prune the physical network topology,
restricting the path choices available for end-to-end traffic
[22]. They then use this policy-constrained topology as the
one that needs to be covered by the routing architecture.

The policy-constrained Internet topology leads to valley-
free domain level routes.3 For each sender and receiver, the
network is divided into three regions:

1. The core region covers the tier-1 ISPs (who do not buy
transit service from any other ISPs),

2. The uphill region covering all possible paths from the
sender up to the core in the sender’s up-graph, and

3. The downhill region covering all possible paths from
the core down to the receiver.

Distinct routing solutions can then be employed in each of
the three regions.

NIRA design includes the Topology Information Propa-
gation Protocol (TIPP) for maintaining the topology of each
up-graph in the network. TIPP establishes the uphill, down-
hill, and peering routing tables within the up-graph, employs
path-vector mechanism to build and distribute address infor-
mation to the users, and utilizes a link-state mechanism to
distribute topology information (link status etc.).

TIPP nicely scopes the topology maintenance to distinct
edge regions on the network – there is no global topology
management for the whole network. The Core routing is
managed with BGP like today.

A sender can select the uphill route based on the path
state information maintained with TIPP, but for the downhill
path selection a Name-to-Route Lookup Service (NRLS) is

3[11] defines Valley-Free as: “After traversing a provider-to-customer or
peer-to-peer edge, the AS path cannot traverse a customer-to-provider or
peer-to-peer edge.”

needed. Finally, the end-points can negotiate route selection
between themselves after their initial contact.

The TIPP-built path vectors are represented as IPv6 ad-
dresses, where the first 16 bits are reserved for the identi-
fication of the Core ISPs,4 and the last 32 bits are reserved
for intra-domain addressing. The 80 bits in the middle are
used to encode the domain level path vectors through the up-
graphs. Peering links will be represented like “local cores”,
i.e. they are also encoded into the first 16 bits of an address.

The uphill route is encoded in the source address, and the
downhill route in the destination address. Forwarding takes
this into account, so that uphill forwarding is done based on
the source address, and the destination address is used for the
core and the downhill regions.

The evaluation of NIRA is based on inferred Inter-
net topology (~20000 domains, ~80000 links, ~200 tier-1
providers). 90% of domains will have less than 20 prefixes,
30 link records, and 100 forwarding entries. Even the worst
cases stay within a couple of thousand forwarding entries.
What is remarkable for NIRA is that in each region (up-
hill, core, downhill) only prefixes assigned internally within
the region are present in the routing tables. In this sense
NIRA takes the provider-based addressing model to its ulti-
mate limit. Also other performance numbers for NIRA fare
admirably (TIPP convergence time, message overhead, and
NRLS lookup latency) to the state-of-the-art.

NIRA follows TRIAD/WRAP [2] to use the path-based
addressing scheme. The concept of valley-free domain level
routes if from Gao [11]. NIRA leverages the route mon-
itoring algorithm from “Feedback based routing” proposal
for rapid route fail-over. In border-line cases NIRA is sim-
ilar to SHIM6 [14]. NIRA source address based routing in
the up-graph is somewhat similar to the IPv6 Provider Based
Autoconfiguration [23].

2.2.4 Routing as a Service

In [17], Lakshminarayanan et al. propose to solve the in-
ternet routing tussle [7] between the end users and ISPs by
outsourcing route computation to 3rd party Routing Service
Providers (RSPs). RSPs would buy virtual links from the
current ISPs, and have virtual routers interconnecting them.
Customers would interface with the service via RSP gate-
ways, which could exist as software on a customer laptop, or
as a network device in the edge of a corporate network, or
deeper in the infrastructure.

RSPs would be able to offer specialized routing service
that current ISPs cannot offer (other than within their own
domains, if at all). These include avoiding certain ASes for
policy reasons, blocking unwanted traffic (potentially closer
to the sources, see [15]), and QoS routing.

The case for RSPs rests on the assumed demand for these
specialized services that could not be provided by the default
routes computed by BGP. Also, some of the proposed ser-
vices can be provided with other means. For example your
ISP could offer a service for blocking traffic you don’t want
without any inter-domain coordination, if the normal block-
ing at your own firewall is not flexible enough.

4E.g. via their AS numbers.
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Also, the paper does not show how the RSPs would in-
teroperate when the sender and the receiver subscribe to dif-
ferent RSPs, or how the RSPs could start offering services
without first buying service from all current ISPs.

2.2.5 The Case for Separating Routing from Routers

In [10] Feamster et al. propose separating routing from indi-
vidual routers. Here routing consists of routing protocol ex-
changes within and between ASes and route computation for
the AS and individual routers. The proposed Routing Con-
trol Platform (RCP) can be deployed in step with individual
ASes benefiting from internal deployment in form of easier
management of routing policies. RCP can interface with ex-
isting routers through the BGP4 route reflection mechanism.

The paper proposes three architectural design principles
for routing: 1. Compute routing using consistent state (do-
main level view), 2. Minimize unexpected or unwanted rout-
ing protocol interactions, and 3. Support flexible, expressive
policies directly at the inter-domain routing level.

The proposed separation would have numerous benefits.
Currently routing policies are implemented via intricate tun-
ing of BGP routing parameters of individual routers, which
requires AS-level management systems to ensure that the
per-router configurations build up to a coherent whole on the
AS-level. RCP would enable network-wide path selection
and policy.

2.2.6 Don’t Secure Routing Protocols, Secure Data De-
livery

In [24], Wendlandt et al. present Availability Centric Rout-
ing (ACR) dramatically increasing the robustness of inter-
domain routing against both BGP control- and data-plane at-
tacks. While the authors do not explicitly mention it, they
use the end-to-end argument [20] to conclude that data in-
tegrity and confidentiality cannot be provided by secured
routing protocol, and that availability remains the only se-
curity property to be provided for by the routing system.

Availability Centric Routing builds on Availability
Providers offering the end systems multiple paths to any des-
tination they might communicate with. End systems then
monitor the end-to-end integrity and performance of the cho-
sen path, changing paths whenever there is a problem with
the current one. End systems can also split their traffic over
the multiple paths for better performance. These functions
could be provided for the actual end system by an edge de-
vice or the Availability Provider the source is using.

Sources use IP encapsulation over different paths to for-
ward traffic through the deflection points in the Availability
Provider’s network. The encapsulation header includes a de-
flection forwarding identifier for directed forwarding using
an alternate forwarding table to the normal BGP. The alter-
nate table is populated with /24 prefixes to avoid BGP attacks
on more specific subnets.

Authors report on simulation results showing that a single
tier-1 Availability Provider would dramatically increase the
reachability of a destination under a spoofing attack. Local
ingress filtering for advertised prefixes further improves the
performance to 100% success rate, while both single-path

BGP and intelligent multi-homing both fail under this kind
of attack.

Finally, the authors present incentive argumentation mak-
ing the model attractive for deployment a tier-1 operator, as
the deflection service would be cheaper to produce than nor-
mal transit service (no new physical infrastructure), and the
deflection service would draw in additional traffic and thus
more revenue.

3 Key inferences from state-of-the-art
Several key inferences to make from the presented prior
work include:

1. The notion of an administrative domain is the defining
factor for the inter-domain topology of the Internet. The
contractual relationships between domains (the inter-
domain policies) define the internet topology, not the
underlying physical connectivity [11], [22].

2. The policy view on the network leads to the valley-free
routing model, which can be utilized to localize and
thus scale the routing infrastructure. Tier-1 providers
form the Core of the network.

3. The concept of the up-graph, this is the policy deter-
mined network from a customer to the default free zone
(Tier-1 core of the Internet). This is likely candidate for
an invariant for any Future Internet architecture. You
must follow the money!

4. The division between inter- and intra-domain routing
cases is crucial for scalable and resilient routing. The
routing interface between domains should be based on
a domain-level view, not just router-to-router view. This
enables routing policies to be treated at the level where
they are defined (between domains).

5. Routing complexity for the network can be traded off
with additional complexity in specific points in the path.
Connection state naturally resides at the end-points, but
increasingly also in the end-domain edge devices (NAT
boxes, stateful firewalls). User’s endpoint might not
be trustworthy, and they might also not be willing to
choose inter-domain paths. Path fail-over control could
also be located in the core edges so that routing could be
managed in the three segments of the valley-free rout-
ing model: the uphill, the core and the downhill.

6. Domain-level path would enable radically more scal-
able network, solving the looming Internet routing scal-
ability issues for good. The usage of domain level paths
would also yield a more secure Internet [13]. Many po-
tential encodings for the path in packets exist (IPv6 ad-
dresses (NIRA), loose source routing model (WRAP)),
but also new label switching schemes are possible.

7. Totally flat routing will likely scale to intra-domain
scope. Subnets are already flat, and layer 2 switch-
ing and routing is expanding in scope [19]. Any intra-
domain aspects of routing or internal network structure
should not be visible at the inter-domain interface. In
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the long run there may be no need for IP routing in intra-
domain. Future Internet Protocol may become really an
Inter-Domain Protocol only!

8. Evolvability: Universal access enables evolving the ar-
chitecture by implementing new architectures as over-
lays on top of the old one. Like the Internet was an
overlay on top of the phone system, any new architec-
ture should run (also) as an overlay on top of the current
Internet, and should in turn enable further overlays to be
built on top of it. For evolvability the packet is an in-
variant, but not necessarily with the unicast datagram
model (which is policy! A specific use of the packet
mechanism).

9. Separate name-to-path mapping and routing solutions
(i.e. rendezvous) are possible. The routing system need
not implement them, but must enable bootstrapping
these systems on top of itself. These systems must also
follow the inter-domain policies, as the peering/transit
relationships define the possible paths through the net-
work. The rendezvous phase could also create state
that may be needed anywhere in the network for the
data communication phase. The underlying topol-
ogy/routing layer would become simpler, as major pol-
icy constraints are already taken care of at the ren-
dezvous level. However, the forwarding plane will
need to enforce domain-level paths to take only policy-
enabled next-hop domains as packets arrive to the do-
main.

Next we apply these findings to a publish/subscribe inter-
networking design.

4 Towards publish/subscribe inter-
networking

Based on our findings above, we will feel our way to the
publish/subscribe internetworking architecture at the inter-
domain level.

4.1 Assumptions and definitions
We will utilize domain-level paths for forwarding through
the network, trying to realize the promise of highly scalable
inter-domain routing structure, flexible policy control, and
protection against Denial-of-Service attacks. Furthermore,
we assume the endpoints in the network will not be named
at all (see section 1), so that when we have reached the end
of the domain-level path, the publication identity within the
packet will be used to determine which nodes the packet
should be delivered to.

The main challenges we will now tackle are:

1. How to apply domain-level paths in a publish/subscribe
internetworking architecture?

2. How does the network bootstrap?

We model each domain as an entity, a singular participant
in the overall network. The internal structure of the domain

is going to be referred to only when absolutely necessary.
Furthermore, we assume that each domain knows its bound-
aries, i.e. its inter-domain links, and the inter-domain policy
applied over these links. This is important, since the peering
and transit relationships dictate how the traffic can be for-
warded through the domains. While the process of getting
from a name to the inter-domain path is out of the scope of
this paper, we assume that any such rendezvous functionality
will also honor these same policies, so that we will not try to
use paths that will not be allowed by the policy.

The domain-level paths are lists (or stacks) of labels. The
labels are identifiers assigned by a domain to its neighbor-
ing domains. This means that the global identifiers of the
domains will not be used as forwarding labels, so that try-
ing to use a domain label stack out of context will be futile.
However, domain-level multi-homing requires that each do-
main uniquely identify itself over each inter-domain link, so
that paths over multiple links can be seen to lead to the same
neighboring domain.

In our publish/subscribe forwarding model the publication
identifiers will be mapped to local labels that may then be
used to forward the packet, after the domain-level path is
exhausted.

4.2 Bootstrapping the inter-domain forward-
ing state

In the following we concentrate on the routing related sig-
naling exchange between network domains.

1. To start the bootstrap process, the domain A issues
a forwarding subscription over its inter-domain links.
The subscription is identified with A’s self-generated
cryptographic domain identifier IDA.

2. If the domain receiving the subscription agrees to start
forwarding traffic over the inter-domain link, it chooses
a forwarding label flA, unique in the scope of the sub-
scription. The domain(s) in the scope of the subscrip-
tion5 will store the mapping < IDA, f lA >. This rela-
tion need not be told to the domain A itself, as the do-
main who assigned the label will remove the forwarding
label after the forwarding decision is made, but before
scheduling packets to the specific inter-domain link.

3. The domains in scope of the subscription will build in-
ternal (intra-domain) forwarding state for the label flA,
establishing shortest routes to the domain A via all the
inter-domain links A has issued the subscription. This
state will form a concast delivery tree towards the do-
main A. This delivery tree forms an elementary trunk
for potentially all traffic from the neighbor to the do-
main A. Additional trunks could be created, potentially
spanning multiple domains, but for bootstrap purposes
these elementary concast trunks are sufficient.

Done by all domains over all inter-domain links this pro-
cess will lead to all domains having established forwarding
state in their neighbor domains that can carry traffic towards
themselves.

5For the purposes of bootstrap the scope of the immediate neighbor do-
main is sufficient.
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4.3 Using forwarding state for inter-domain
rendezvous

Next we will go through the steps that need to be taken to
use the above established forwarding state for connecting
the inter-domain rendezvous functionality that provides the
name to inter-domain path mapping function.

1. The inter-domain rendezvous functionality of all do-
mains (Rx) will need to subscribe to a well known,
globally unique publication identifier, say IDR. This
subscription will lead to establishment of intra-domain
forwarding state with a local intra-domain forwarding
label (flRx).

2. Rx monitors the arrival of new neighbors (the process
in the subsection above). When the domain A becomes
available, Rx speculatively issues a publication with ID
stack (IDA, IDR) (limiting the scope of the publication
to just the neighbor A).

3. The first identifier (IDA) is mapped locally to the for-
warding label flA, and the publication packet is deliv-
ered to the neighboring domain over the domain spe-
cific delivery tree established before. flA is removed
from the publication packet before crossing the inter-
domain link.

4. When arriving to the domain A only the publication
identifier IDR is left in the packet. Assuming that
A implements corresponding rendezvous functionality,
the mapping from IDR to a local forwarding label flRA

exists. IDR is then replaced with flRA and the publi-
cation is delivered over the shortest path to the closest
node subscribing to RA.

5. When RA receives the publication, it expects to find the
publication ID stack (IDx, IDR) within the payload of
the publication, and can thus finish a handshake with
Rx.

Done between the rendezvous functionalities between all
neighboring domains in the internetwork, the global ren-
dezvous network becomes connected. Note that alternative
rendezvous systems can co-exist, each using a different glob-
ally unique publication identifier. For universal access at
least one “global scope” rendezvous system is needed. Some
rendezvous systems may operate in limited scopes, and some
may establish connectivity utilizing other rendezvous sys-
tems (e.g. personal overlay networks).

4.4 Wrapping it together
With these constructs arbitrary domain level paths can be es-
tablished by the inter-domain rendezvous functionalities per-
forming domain level routing on publication identifiers. The
domain-level path is recorded as the rendezvous function for-
wards the subscription request.

Depending on the publication, when the domain-level la-
bel path ends, the publication ID may map to an intra-
domain forwarding label that causes the domain to prepend
new domain-level label paths for the remaining hops. The

domain-level label path construct can thus be seen as an op-
timization by which publication specific forwarding state is
established only in places where needed, e.g. for branch-
ing a multicast tree, or for performing some traffic control
or transformation. Without this optimization all nodes in the
global path will need to manage publication-specific state.
For large number of publications with small number of sub-
scribers dispersed globally (the long tail) this would lead to
intractable scaling issues.

Within the scope of the default free zone (Tier-1 ISPs) the
peering relationships will lead to all Tier-1 ISPs having do-
main specific concast delivery trees to each other. Thus the
domain-level route spans the DFZ with just one label: the
label of the Tier-1 provider of the subscriber.

Finally, it seems advisable to isolate the ultimate sub-
scribers from the domain level paths at the network edge
so that they could be served with automatic repair of failed
domain-level paths.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have covered a number of research propos-
als for internet architecture renewal, addressing the various
problems facing the Internet as we know it. From this body
of research we have distilled nine points to be taken into con-
sideration for any new Internet architecture. Finally, we have
applied these points in a radically new Content-Centric Net-
working design and shown how it is possible to bootstrap the
inter-domain forwarding functionality in such network. The
rendezvous functionality, while a crucial piece of the total
architecture, has been left out of scope for this paper.
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